3 Night Mamanuca &
Sth Yasawa Island Cruise
Dive Sites information
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Malolo Islands, Mamanucas
• Plantation Pinnacle (max 25m)
This lone pinnacle, in the middle of nowhere, is an amazing location for diving. At the bottom, in 25m, there is a
swim-through, where, depending on the time of year, tiny bait fish hide in the dark. Spiral up, looking out for pelagic fish such as trevally, turtles, red bass, and the occasional bull shark. Looking inward, admire all the corals and
smaller reef fish making their home in and around this amazing pinnacle. Don’t waste all your air at the bottom, as
it’s worth spending a lot of time on the top of the reef, admiring the 3 species of anemone fish and all the macro
life in this small area. Open water divers will be restricted to 18m, but this is still a great dive for them.

Mana Cay, Mamanucas
• Cabbage Patch (max 20m)
A great area to explore, with a lovely sandy bottom for beginners to do skills on. The big area of cabbage coral is
the home to thousands of fish such as Spanish Mackerel, Squirrel Fish and moray eels. There is a lovely display of
hard and soft corals, with gorgonian sea fans swaying in the current. Keep your eye open for white tip reef sharks!

Mana Island, Mamanucas
• Seven Sisters (max 25m)
This fascinating group of 7 bommies stand just off the edge of the main reef and give this site its name. A little bit
away from the surrounding islands, this location often has better visibility than other sites in the area. This helps
show the beautiful colours on the branching staghorn and boulder corals. If you’re lucky, you’ll be able to spot
some white tip reef sharks either circling around the bommies or resting on the bottom. Keep an eye on the reef
itself, for the tell-tale white antennae of the lobsters (please leave them there for the next divers!). This is a great
dive for all levels of divers.

Matamanoa Island, Mamanucas
• Angel Point (max 13m)
A lovely, gentle dive site with a sandy bottom that is forgiving for PADI Discover Scuba Divers, those on their PADI
Open Water course, or for people that have a little bit of difficulty with their buoyancy. There are lots of colourful
bommies (coral heads) to look at, which are home to a variety of different fish species. Not surprisingly there are a
huge number of different species of angel fish – hence the name for the site! A pretty, safe and easy dive in our
nice warm waters.

Sacred Island, Mamanucas
• Sacred (max 22m)
Only 10 minutes from where Reef Endeavour anchors, this is a beautiful combination wall and bommie dive is rarely
visited by anyone other than us. Well away from any resort or habitation, the water is usually crystal clear, with just
a gentle swell to relax you underwater. You have a good chance of seeing turtles and other shy life that is normally
scared away by too many divers or fishermen.

Waya Levu, Yasawa’s
• Smurfs (max 18m)
This really awesome dive is ideal for novices or experienced divers, as it has both a deep and a shallow drop off.
This amazing underwater valley will surprise your imagination and fill those blank thoughts with a riot of colour. A
plethora of hard corals, such as mushroom corals and big boulder corals provide ample shelter for a multitude of
colourful fish life all along this valley, as well as homes for a riot of Christmas Tree Worms. There’s also a good
chance of swimming with turtles, as well as spotting Tawny Nurse Sharks sleeping under the overhangs of the giant
mushroom corals. A great dive for swim-throughs, with opportunities for some lovely wide angle photography.

The dives listed are subject to weather conditions and cruise itinerary requirements

